Abereiddi - Blue Lagoon
Wheelchair ‘Walk’

SCALE: 0 100 200 m
DISTANCE/DURATION: 300 yards (300 m)
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: Strumble Shuttle (NOT wheelchair accessible)
CHARACTER: Concrete-earth-rock path with steep gradient; one gate (not suitable for larger electric chairs).

SAFETY FIRST!
- Take great care when on the Coast Path
- Stay on the path and away from cliff edges
- Wear boots and warm, waterproof clothing
- Take extra care in windy and/or wet conditions
- Always supervise children and dogs
- Leave gates and property as you find them
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Part concrete, part hard earth and rock path leading to low viewpoint across stunning Blue Lagoon - a deep flooded quarry. Steepest gradient is 1 in 8 on rough concrete – two 5m sections, 1 in 10 for 50m on concrete, but also a stone section at 1 in 15 for 60m. One kissing gate from car park which will not take larger powered wheelchairs. Cross fall is negligible. One seat. Car park has a rough surface. Toilets at Porthgain.

Adventure 300m.